FLOOR COVERER

There's more to being a floor coverer than just assembling the pieces of a puzzle. They're experts in determining the proper tools and materials of each job, creating layouts, and even understanding how temperature and moisture will impact the installation.

STARTING WAGES

$33,436 - $46,363 + Benefits

*Wages vary by area and are subject to change based upon collective bargaining.

www.carpenterstraininginstitute.org

Earn a living. Perfect your craft. Join the community.
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As a floor coverer apprentice, these are just a few of the jobs you’ll have the opportunity to take on:

- Measure, cut, and install a variety of flooring materials
- Inspect and repair damaged floor surfaces
- Estimate time and material costs
- Design custom patterns and decorative installations
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Advance Your Career

**JOURNEYPERSON**

$60,789 - $84,295

+ Benefits

*Wages vary by area and are subject to change based upon collective bargaining.*